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The group has five objectives:
to study and critique literary works of its members;
to learn and practice literary critiquing in a relaxed atmosphere (the authors
being critiqued do not speak);
to discipline ourselves as writers by trying to submit a short story of not more
than 500 words at each meeting---only to be read for the enjoyment of the other
members attending our literary soirées;
to learn about the publishing industry and the members’ experiences with it,
including agents, book fairs, literary events, commercial and not-for-profit
publishing and marketing of books, electronic and self-publishing, prizes, and
national and international authors’ associations;
to support the members’ publishing efforts, and enjoy the fellowship of other
writers in the relaxed atmosphere of one of our homes over tea and other
culinary and possibly literature-related refreshments (e.g., croissants, bagels,
potato peel pies).

To date, the works of the following members, in alphabetical order, were accepted for
publishing and distributed nationally and internationally with some success:
De Baar, Klothild (Kati Lyon-Villiger), WONDERLAND STORIES: Atomland (1982 & 2016; Waterland (1982
& 2016); Moneyland (1982 & 2017); Phoneland (1982 & 2017) (London, New Delhi, Frederickburg, USA)
——Sentinel of the Damned (London, New Delhi, 2000; North Charleston, USA, 2018).
(Runner-up for the Books Excellence Award, London, 2016)

——I Bow to Thee, My Country (Baltimore, 2005).
——Fireside Stories for a Winter’s Night (Frederick, USA, 2015).
——Histoires pour une nuit d’hiver autour la cheminée (Frederick, USA, 2017).
——Historias de la chimenea para una noche de invierno (Frederick, USA, 2017).
——Kamingeschichten einer Wintersnacht (Frederick, USA, 2017)
——Letters to Kathy (London, New Delhi, 2015).
(shortlisted for the 2016 Fred Kerner Prize of the Canadian Authors’ Association)

——The Dear John Letter (London, 2017). (long-listed for the Storyteller UK Prize 2017)
——The Kentyre Forum (North Charleston, USA, 2017)
Hayman Young, Jennifer, Aliens, Eh? (Bloomington, 2011).
Kubanek, Ingeborg, My Journey (Ottawa, 2015)
Phillips, Dorothy Anne, Victor and Evie (Montreal & Kingston, London, Chicago, 2017).
Shemdin, Gouhar & Hazar, Hazim Beg Shemdin Agha A Kurdish Personality (Fair Oaks, USA, 2015).
(book award winner: Northern California Publishers and Authors)

Zandstra, Ilse, The Amber Coast (Ottawa, 2010)
——Hubert and the Great Pigeon Race (Ottawa, 2016)

